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Nitty Gritty Band Plays Gym

Photos by BOB KILTZ

By Tom Quinlan

One of the current musical
trends is the incorporation of
bluegrass and country music into
the basic rock sound. The success
of groups like The New Riders is
evidence of the popularity of this
trend. But even though country
Rock is a new musical form, its
limits seemed to have been
already reached. Because of its
limitations, country rock even at
its best, becomes very bland. It's
the sterile mule of the music
world, unable to generate
anything new. This is not to say,
however, that country rock is not
good music, but only that it is
dependant on frequent returns
to its pure roots to save it from
the monotony that is inherent in
its style.

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band in
their recent concert at Delhi

showed how country rock can be
energized by the injection of
small doses of pure bluegrass.
The dancing, fiddling, and solo
banjo performance of John
McKuen made the Dirt Band
concert not only a musical
experience, but a cultural one as
well. We, the audience, were able
to feel bluegrass as well as hear
it. We were able to see where
country rock came from, and -
after experiencing the energy
and life that bluegrass has - to
where it may be returning. The
authenticity of John McKuen's
bluegrass playing gave
legitimacy to The Dirt Bands
country rock.
Without the recognition of their

bluegrass ties The Dirt Band
would be just another country
rock group. But The Nitty Gritty
Dirt Band is more than that.
Live, They're a completely
eniovablemusic experience.
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Letter to The Editor:
What is happening to the

students of this campus. Are they
becoming apathetic or what?
Don't you know there is still a
party at E & B's every Thursday
night. There have been no signs
up and the Frats and sororities
havenH been sponsoring them but
Ella was still going to put a band
on every Thursday as usual. She
had them lined up all theway to
graduation.
I have seen E & B's going to pot

the last two weeks. There has
been hardly anyone there and
Ella has been losing money. She
is going to quit having bands
because no one is coming. Last
Thursday night the band quit
early because there weren't
enough people.
I think it's a shame. I hate to

see this happen to E & B's and
especially Ella. She is such a nice
person and would do anything for
anyone.
Well, pretty soon E & B's is

going to be no more. What we
have to do is all go out there next
week and whether there's a band
or not show her that we still want
E & B's to exist. After all what
would it really be like without E &
B's on Thursday nights? You can
take advantage of it now and not
go because it's there but in a
couple of weeks when it isn't
there and you remember all the
great parties there and find
yourself wishing that E & B's was
still alive just remember then
you killed it. Also, put the shoe on
the other foot and see how you
would feel, if it were you. But
then, who cares. All we care

about is ourselves not the person
on the other end. I'm not perfect,
but at least I try and I care. Stop
and think how much Ella does for
the college kids and how much it
takes to put a party on every
week. She cares, but do you. So
all of you who usually go, let's get
out there next week and show
Ella we care.

Thank you,
Signed,

Someone who cares.
P S. This letter was written by

someone who got the idea not
from the people who run E & B's
but who saw what was happening
and wants to help in any way
possible.
Dear Editor
After having read Tpm

Quinlan's review of the Winter
Weekend Concert, we were
disappointed that Ralph did not
get the glorification that they
deserved for their performance.
Ralph's, "Second rate to non -

rating musicians," as reported
by Mr. Quinlan, are very above
even second rate musicians. The
"Flashy," light show and the well
rehearsed sound of Ralph, are
obvious signs of their
professionalism!
The reviewer must have

formulated his tainted opinions
from misconstrued statements of
fellow students, as he obviously
did not attend the concert
himself. If he had, he would have
seen the group that he defines as,
Having the odor of fish that is

long overdue to be eaten," as
actually being the finest group of
it's kind that this campus has
seen this year!

From The Editor
From the Assistant Editor
At a union meeting Jonathan

Harvey felt there was no reason
to invite any college media to
union concerts. We finally got
across the meanings of the words
'public relations," and
"publicity" to him. Finally he
said he'd allow one writer from
the press and two photographers
from the yearbook. We felt it
important to have one of our
photographers there but John
promised us we would get
pictures from the yearbook
people.
Well Thursday night (the night

the paper goes to the printers)
came around and there were no
pictures to publicize the union's

great concert. Fortunately our
head photographer Bob Kiltz,
attended the concert, but did not
sit and enjoy the concert - he was
busy taking pictures.
In the past D.T.U. has gone out

of its way for the College Union.
Before the week of the
Supernatural there was
practically no publicity out. The
editor of this paper went out of his
way to have the paper out a day
earlier so that the week would be
publicized. D.T.U. has given
College Union more than ample
coverage in past papers.
Is it possible that the union is

childlishly seeking revenge
because D.T.U. called Winter
Weekend a flop?

Happy and Artie Traum
performed quite impressively,
but we agree that the quality of
the sound was far below the level
of their performance. We
however, find the fault being
insufficient time for the sound
check, and a struggling sound
man, not the "$50,000 worth of
equipment."
We also felt that Jason's

performance, with respect to
their type of performance, was
far from college level concert
material. It bordered more on the
bubble gum, teeny-bopper level,
though they performed their acts
with musicianship and a fair
amount of showmanship.
We felt, overall, that the

concert was lacking for a major
weekend, and agree with the
reviewer on this point. But we
also feel that it was well worth
the price of the ticket to see these
three groups. Furthermore, we
hope to see concerts of at least
equal quality in the future.

Craig Humphrey
Tom English

To The Editor,
The other night I went to see

the movie "Cabaret" in the little
theater. The people sitting
around me were laughing, telling
jokes, and just plain having a
great time. Afterwards everyone
went to the snack bar to drink up,
and see who they could pick on.
I don't even think anyone

noticed the movie was about
people exactly like the students
at Delhi. That's right, just like
the drunken, apathetic students
that go here. Why did we have
Black slaves? Why were Jews
burnt alive? And why do we still
have a facist of a president?
Because of people who are to
ignorant to open there eyes, use
there brains, and try some
human compassion.
Even our college union and

senate is pulling the same crap.
They pass bills if they like them
for personal reasons, and veto
them if they dislike the person
proposing them. Never do they
think of the students needs as a
whole. It scares me to think what
the hell I'm spending my student
activity fees on.
Everyone knows about the

scandals in the union and senate,
but no one bothers to join and
change it. The student's of Delhi
are to busy blowing there
dinners, popping the ludes, and
thinking of life is a "Cabaret" to
feel any guilt.
I will not sign my name in fear of

being black listed.
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Petitions for people running for
offices must be returned and
handed into Mr. Cardoza's office
by 3 p.m. April 4th. Campaigning
can be done anywhere except
classrooms. Example DTU,
WDTU, SIGNS, ETC....
April 25 Elections held. There

will be two voting machines.
People with last names beginning
A-L will vote in Alumni. People
with last names beginning M-Z
will vote in MacDonald. Voting
will start at 8 p.m. and be open till
6 p.m.

BOUTIQUE

Open Admissions
By Sandy Tyan

I am going to deal with the
question: Should there be an open
admissions policy for black
students because of inadequate
ghetto schools? Before I attempt
to answer this question, I would
like to present some evidence
from some studies done by the
psychologists, doctors, and social
scientists, on the intelligence of
the black American. I found these
studies in a book called A Profile
of the Negro American, written
by Thomas F. Pettigrew, a well
known social scientist and author
on the subject of race relations.
The studies began because of the
old white fallacy that blacks are
less intelligent than whites.
Scientists, doctors and
psychologists wanted to
investigate this statement to find
out if it were really true or false.
Studies of schools have shown

that more money is spent for the
education of white students.
Studies of education in different
regions of the country show that
black children in the North score

higher on standardized tests than
black children from the South.
The North spends more money
for schooling on each child, black
or white. The South spends more
money for schooling on white
children, so in the end black
children from the South really
lose out.
Most of the studies have been

concerned with the question of
genetic factors versus
environmental factors, as the
reason for lower tested
intelligence of blacks. Studies
have found that:

1. The average black child is
from a low socio - economic level.
This means most likely the child
is the product of a deprived
environment.

2. Blacks tend to have a large
family. This means that the
larger the family the less time
the parent has to spend with each
child. Also a large percentage of
black families are fatherless.
Both of these factors have an

effect upon the socialization and
education of the child.

3. The majority of blacks live in
the confinement of cities and are

relatively isolated from the rest
of the world. This results in
sensory deprivation because of
the limited contact with the
outside world.

4. The IQ tests given to the
black child are strictly for
someone from a middle - class
environment. The tests refer to
objects and situations unfamiliar
to many ghetto people. Also the
way in which the tests are
administered has a bearing on
the result of the test.

5. Studies have shown that an
inadequate diet of the mother
during pregnancy has an effect
upon the fetus. On a low socio -
economic level this is not a rare

occurrence. The effect can be a

5-8 point drop on the IQ scale as a
result of such a poor diet.

Personality, self concept and
motivation have an effect on the
learning of the black child. The
black child knows first of all that
he is assigned the role of being
stupid by many whites. This
assigned role inhibits many black
children in learning. Studies on
this have shown that this puts
great pressure on black children
in trying to learn, particularly if
their teachers are white.
It has been concluded that the

deprived environment of the
average black child can lower his

- IQ in two basic ways:

1. It can lower his actual
intellectual development by not
allowing him the contact with the
world that the average white
child has, thus not even letting his
potential intellect through.

2. It can mask his functional
intelligence by not preparing him
culturally and motivationally for
the middle - class IQ tests.

As a result of all the studies it
has also been concluded that if
there are any genetic factors in
difference of intelligence in
different races, they are very
small. Therefore environmental
factors are the main cause for
any differences.

On the basis of the evidence
supplied by the studies on the
intelligence of blacks, I would
have to agree with an open
admissions policy for blacks at
this school. As far as I can see

black students have the same

potential for learning as white
students do. It's just that the
average black student has never
had the same equal chance at
education as the average white
student. I feel it to be a very bad
idea to turn down a black student
because he didn't score well on a

standardized test but has the
motivation and potential to do
well if given the chance. I
therefore conclude that on an

open or more "open" admissions
policy for black students is a good
idea.

Sandy Ryan

SAV-A-FLUSH

(CPS)—Students at Indiana Uni¬
versity in Bloomington have ap¬
parently taken to heart the call
for energy conservation in ingen¬
ious ways.

After removing 3,600 fluores¬
cent lights from the university
library—a lighting cut of 20%—
students turned to water conser¬
vation in the university union.

Under a new plan tobe imple¬
mented, the fifty public urinals
in the union will be synchroniz¬
ed to flush only when the lights
are turned on. Ordinarily the
urinals automatically flush once
every five minutes, whether they'
re used or not.

The new plan should save
7,000 gallons of water a day, ac¬
cording to proponents.

22 Elm Street, DELHI
At Friends Greenhouses

Handcrafted

Skirts, Blouses and Smocks
Laced and Embroidered

Ginghams, Poplins and Muslins
Peasant Clothing from Mexico

Not Manana but TODAY!

Daily 8:30 - 5:30 Except Sunday
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MAC DONALD PUB
IS

DRAFT BEER

4/>Em
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List

Plus All Popular Can
Brands On Sale

m
NTERTAINMENT

Saturday Night
Coffee House Coming Soon

A QUICK SNACK
Hamburgs, Pastries Etc.

It's Easy To See
MAC DONALD PUB Is

The Place To Be Daily 5 To 12
Netb Fish Swallow Record

(CPS)A new world record of sorts
was established recently when the
226th live goldfish slid down the
throat of Matthew Aarsvold, a

sophomore at St. Olaf College,
Northfield, Minn. During a live
hour period, Aarsvold eventually
downed 275 of the piscine delicacies.

I he feat was originally part of a
bet where Aarsvold would receive
five cents for every fish he swallowed
*and pay $5.00 for every goldfish

the Ciuiness Book of World Records. ^
Noting the importance of the situa- i|
tion, however, his friends cancelled
the bet and chipped in the $24.96 |
needed to purchase 300 fish.

Aarsvold. who suffered no ill 8
effects from the experience, received
a mild protest from the Humane
Society, who felt that the fish should
be killed first. Aarsvold theorized
that the fish quickly suffocated ;

they slithered down his throat.

Passover Seder
In response to the wide interest

expressed in the Community
Passover Seder, an interview
was arranged with the Rev.
Harold W. Smith, one of the
campus chaplains. Mr. Smith
reported that along with a large
and enthusiastic reaction to the
invitation for the Seder, had
come some questions which we
feel would be appropriate to
answer at this time.
"First of all the event will be a

Seder, a Jewish celebration of
freedom, of movement from
degradation to dignity. This is a
family event and Mr. Herbert
Sorgen, Vice President of Temple
Beth El in Oneonta, will preside
as the head of our very large
family. He has selected the
Haggadah to use and planned
with the Hotel students the
kosher menu, etc.
The University Christian

Movement is sponsoring the
Seder alone this year because
there is currently no Brandeis
Fellowship or funds on our
campus. We are doing this as an
Inter - Faith goodwill gesture in
keeping with the spirit in which
we operate and have operated on
this campus for at least the past 8
years. We are also doing this to
assist in helping the Jewish
students maintain their identity
and to educate non - Jewish
members of the community
concerning this high and holy
time of the Jewish faith and to
help Christians in particular
understand their link and debt to
Judaism.

The Singing Sisters, who have
studied and sung Jewish music
both in Israel and the United
States, will enrich the Seder by
the singing in Hebrew of Psalms
and other traditional Jewish
music. The music will be an

integral part of the celebration.
This will be a joyous, holy and
learning experience for us all."
For those who would know

more of the Passover Seder here
is "The Essence of Passover."
taken from the Haggadah by'
Rabbi Alfred J. Kolatch which we

will be using on April 9th.
"Passover has a message for

the conscience and the heart of
all mankind. For what does it
commemorate? It
commemorates the deliverance
of a people from degrading
slavery, from most foul and cruel
tyranny. And so, it is Israel's -
nay, God's protest against
unrighteousness, whether
individual or national. Wrong, it
declares, may triumph for a
time, but even though it be
perpetrated by the strong on the
weak, it will meet with its
inevitable retribution at last.
Although we, who mouth the

words and recite the ritual, are
reliving an epoch which is
peculiar to Jewish history, the
drama that is Passover is no

longer ours alone. Its enactment
is not confined only to the dining
rooms of our own homes; it has
been embraced by the world at
large, and is continually being
reenacted on the stage of
mankind by all who seek avenues

T. A. P.
The Assembly recently passed

the Tuition Assistance Program
(T.A.P.) legislation for New York
State which will maximize equal
access to higher education for all
students and maintain a healthy
equilibrium between public and
private colleges
The legislation was authored

by the Select Committee on
Higher Education with
Assemblyman Peter J. Costigan
(R-Setauket) as Chairman, and is
co sponsored by 120
Assemblymen of both political
parties.
T.A.P. has been endorsed by

the Long Island Regional
Advisory Council on Higher
Education which includes both
public and private institutions;
by the New York State
Association of Two - Year
Colleges; by the Commission on
Independent Colleges and
Universities in New York; and by
Chancellor Ernest Boyer of the
State University.
T A P. would give more money

to more students, allowing a
maximum grant of $1700 or
tuition, whichever is least, to the
lowest income students starting
college in the fall of '74.
The T.A.P. bill now goes to the

Senate where it is sponsored by
Senator Gordon DeHond
(R-Rochester), a member of the
Select Committee, and 24
Senators.

College Players
Do "Angel"

On Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday, April 4, 5 and 6, the
College Players of the Delhi
Campus will present the play
Look Homeward Angel. The
three - act drama is by Ketti
Frings, adapted from the famous
American Novel by the same
name by Thomas Wolfe. The
story, set in 1916, is the
autobiographical tale of young
Thomas Wolfe's escape from
adolsecence and his family, as he
completes high school. The cast,
made up of Delhi College
students, numbers nineteen. The
play has been directed by-
William Campbell, Drama
Director at the college.
Tickets go on sale Monday,

March 18, in the Drama
Workshop, State University
Agricultural and Technical
College at Delhi, in Farrell Hall.
Come in to the workshop or call
746-4216 for reservations between
1-5 p.m. daily, Monday through
Friday. Admission is $1.
The play won the Pulitzer Prize

and the New York Critics' Award
in 1957. It is a serious play, with
many comic elements, about one
of America's great authors.
That's Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday, April 4, 5 and 6 for
Look Homeward, Angel.

to assert their condemnation of
oppression and tyranny, by all
who labor in the vineyard of the
Lord searching for freedom and
peace.
Although it is the Pharaoh of

old who is the tyrant of the
Haggadah, it is not he alone of
whom we speak tonight. We
speak this evening of other
tyrants and other tyrannies as
well. We speak
Of the tyranny of poverty and

the tyranny of privation,
Of the tyranny of wealth and

the tyranny ofwar,
Of the tyranny of power and the

tyranny of despair,
Of the tyranny of disease and

the tyranny of time,
Of the tyranny of ignorance and

the tyranny of color.
The spirit of Passover,

although created of the flesh and
sinew, of Judaism, belongs to all
mankind. Since the Exodus, said
Heinrich Heine, freedom has
spoken with a Hebrew accent.
Today it speaks in the language
of all men."

College Assembly
The following is a summary of

actions taken by the College
Assembly during the first
semester:

ACTIONS No. 1
Recommended to Presidential
Search Committee that
Candidates' Commitment to
college governance be a criterion
for the position of President.
COMMITTEE IN WHICH

ACTION ORIGINATED -

Procedures Committee, Gene
Krause, Chairman.
DISPOSITION - Approval by

Search Committee and
implemented.
ACTIONS No. 2

Recommended that a ranking
system similar to that of teaching
professionals be instituted for
NTP's. (non teaching
professionals, e.g., counselors,
admissions, etc.)
COMMITTEE IN WHICH

ACTION ORIGINATED
Professional Affairs Committee,
Tom O'Connell, Chairman.
DISPOSITION Forwarded to

Faculty Senator and then taken
to University Senate
implementation looks doubtful at
this time as Senate views
recommendation a collective
bargaining matter.
ACTIONS No. 3

Recommended that tuition
waivers for foreign students be
reinstituted.
COMMITTEE IN WHICH

ACTION ORIGINATED
International Affairs, Herb
Cohen, Chairman.
DISPOSITION Forwarded by

President to Chancellor's Office
subsequent response from latter
indicates a commitment to
implement, insofar as possible.
ACTIONS - No. 4 -

Recommended that college
"provide a scholarship fund for
needy foreign students.
COMMITTEE IN WHICH

ACTION ORIGINATED
International Affairs Herb
Cohen Chairman.
DISPOSITION Approved by

President and implemented
through the Student Aid
Foundation and the Assistantship
Program.
ACTIONS - No. 5

Recommended an "early start"
academic calendar for the next 2
years (e. g., first and last days of
classes for 74-75 are Sept. 4- Dec.
20 and Jan. 21-Mav 16).

COMMITTEE IN WHICH
ACTION ORIGINATED
Calendar Committee, Dennis
Baker, Chairman.
DISPOSITION - Approved by

President withminor revisions.
ACTIONS no 6 - Recommended

that Physical Education and
Health requirements for
graduation be continued as local
policy (no longer mandated by
state)
COMMITTEE IN WHICH

ACTION ORIGINATED
Academic Affairs Committee -

John Magnuson, chairman.
DISPOSITION - No action by

President necessary as no
change of policy is
recommended. Policy remains in
effect.
ACTIONS - No. 7 -

Recommended that a

"certificate of Completion" be
awarded to individualized Study
students who complete 30 hours
of 2.0 work.
COMMITTEE IN WHICH

ACTION ORIGINATED
Academic Affairs Committee -

John Magnuson, chairman.
DISPOSITION - Approved by

President and implemented by
Academic Dean.

Student Affairs Committee

The Student Affairs Committee
of the College Assembly is
continuing in its "watchdog
capacity" to keep abreast of
things of concern to the campus
which also might be of concern to
the College Assembly Body.
To be informed, Student Affairs

recently discussed with Mr.
Richard Sequire, chairman of the
Alcoholic Control Board on

campus (ABC), the Mac Donald
Hall, pub and snack bar
operation. Some interesting facts
came out of the discussion, such
as Mac Donald Hall as a whole
being barely a profit making
operation. The future of Mac
Donald Hall as a campus Pub
was tossed around and Mr
Sequire told of how there really
wasn't too much student imput as
far as ideas go on Mac Donald
Hall. As a result Student Affairs
decided to run a questionnaire
which was given recently in
Alumni Hall concerning the
MacDonald Hall Pub. Results
will soon be tabulated and
hopefully published in the next
issue.

Joni Mitchell's

"Courtland Spark"
By Sandy Taub

On "Court and Spark" her most
recent album, Joni Mitchell
shows honest recognition for
what she's become. The album's
music reflects a confidence
which was previously lacking.
The music and lyrics balance
each other beautifully. Electric
guitars, drums, trumpets, and
woodwinds are played which
weren't heard on earlier albums.
None of the melodies sound
repetitious, each piece maintains
it's own individualiy and appeal.
Robbie Robertson (from The
Band), David Crosby, Graham
Nash, Jose Feliciano, and Cheech
and Chung perform on her
album.
The lyrics of the songs

demonstrate she has accepted
her newly found identity. On the
songs "Help Me" and "The Same
Situation" she says, if she can't
help drowning when she falls in
love, at least she's learned to
count to three before going down.
She's also started to make note of
her faults. In "People's Parties,"
she admits to her lack of a sense

of humor, in "Free Man In
Paris," she gripes about her sell
out to the "popular song," and in
"Trouble Child," she points our
her stubborness. "The way I see
it," he said, "You just can't win
it. . .Everybody's in it for their
own gain, You can't please 'em
all, There's always somebody
calling you down, I domy best.

"Twisted" is the only song on
the album she didn't write. This
is a wild, jazzy piece written by
Ross and Grey. The music and
rhythm from "Raised on
Robbery" sounds like something
that would have been written
during the "swing era". This
song is about a prostitutes rather
depressing life style. On her older
albums "Clouds" and "Portrait
of Joni Mitchell" she seems more
sensitive and depressed about
herself. Now she seems to have a

great deal of strength. "Court
and' Spark" shows us Joni
Mitchell is no longer the shy little
girl she was when she first
became popular.

E&B's

Last week we gave E & B's a
call because of all the rumors

going around about not letting the
Greek's hire bands there. Well
it's true, the State Liquor
Association wrote them a letter
from Albany saying it was
against the law to do so. When
sororities and fraternity's held
bands there for the last seven

years, the state didn't receive
any taxes. So the only thing Ella
(the owner) could make of this is
that they're after the tax money
Ella said she was very porry
about this and would bring this
matter up at the next Liquor
License meeting. She also said
she had already started booking
bands for Thursday nights t>ut
due to the decline of students
going there, she can no longer
afford to hire them.
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SPORTS

Girls Basketball
March 15th, Delhi lost its 3rd

league game to Hudson Valley in
a very exciting game. Both teams
played good basketball but
Hudson beat out Delhi with the
final score 50-53.
Sandy Quackenbush was top

scorer for Delhi with a total of 20
points while the honors of top
rebounder went to Kathy
Sulkowski. Hudson's high scorer
was Maureen Mohan.
Last Tuesday, March 19th, the

Delhi team ended its season with
a victory over Fulton
Montgomery. Our girls looked
like the sure winners but that 3rd
quarter was close to give them a
scare and move back out in front.
The final score was 53-38. Sandy
Quackenbush had honors of top
rebounder. The following people
scored for Delhi.
Quackenbush 10
Sulkowski 15

Lay 7
Lynch 13
Wawrzynek 2

Bozdoz
Whitford
Schrader
Herrick
Vicky Johnson was Fulton -

Montgomery's top scorer with 13
points. The girls ended their
season with an overall record of
4-6 and a league record of 3-3.
Practice for girls' softball team

will start April 1st at 4. If
interested in trying out see Miss
Avery.

Intramurals by Kris Rude
The girls' badmitton has been

re - scheduled for April 1st and
2nd Monday and Tuesday at 7 to 9
p.m. in the gym.
The team lists for Coed

Volleyball which start April 8th
are to be in Friday, April 5th. The
team sheets can be picked up at
the women's bulletin board.
Attention girls! Get your team

for softball intramurals now.

Also tennis is being offered - Sign
up by April 26 for spring
intramurals.

Personals
SPIES: are you tired of

meddling? THE SHADOW
KNOWS.

Pettiness has nothing to do with
art, good manners or good
morals.

OK. . .Don't say hello..

Belated Birthday Greetings to
Frank "The Mole" Molite. May
your pizza always be as warm as
your heart.

Friends of F.M. - Fruit flies do
mate.. .it just takes patience...

Happy Belated birthday to
Richie O'Dweyer from the
Apartment people and friends...

Eric: may Cornell beat your
door down.. .SOON.

TO SECOND FLOOR DUBOIS
(girls)
Hello second floor dubois
From a fellow resident
Here we are at good ole Delhi
And I am here to entertain you
With a memory or two.

We went crying into our 8
o'clocks

Because our homework was

never done
And with heads still foggy
From last night's party.
How we dreaded those early

morning quizzes
And those late afternoon

classes on Friday
When the only ride we could

find
Left way before our time.
Booze and cigarettes
Music and parties
Water fights and fire drills
Funny how they always

happened
Just at the right time
Just after you got into the

shower
Or a nice warm bed.
Oh how I wish it would never

end
Good times
Good friends
A place we made home
Never will we forget
What is ours yet.

I will sign off, now
With this simple phrase
Of good luck and don't forget
For I neverwill
You're all beautiful people
Who each in your own way
Made this year what it was.
Good Luck to you alwavs.

(Cd)

Hitchhiking

By Sandy Taub

The Colorado Legislature is
considering a controversial
measure to conserve energy by
the legislation of hitchhiking.
Rep. Arie Taylor (Dever) has
proposed a bill as a measure to
encourage more poeple to
hitchhike and to pick up
hitchhikers. Under law, both
hitchhikers and drivers who pick

Betty Boop
Reprinted from
Rolling Stone

By LESLIE CABARGA

PART II

In 1919 Max formed the Out of
the Inkwell Inc. studios. Four
years later he produced the
world's first full length
animated films, on serious
scientific subjects, as befit a
Popular Science staffer:
Einstein's Theory of Relativity
and Darwin's Theory of
Evolution. The bouncing ball
came along in 1924 in a cartoon
called Oh Mabel. So enthusiastic
was the premiere audience they
wouldn't let the feature movie go
on until the cartoon was run

again.
Betty Bloop started out in 1932

as the semi- canine co - star to
Bimbo in the Talkartoons series.
At first she had a little black nose
and long ears. She was
humanized a year later (the ears
became hoop earings) but not one
to shun her beginnings, she
continued for several hundred
cartoons to pal around with
talking animals.
Another of Fleischer's great

successers, apart from the wide -

eyed flapper Betty, was the
cartoon series based on E. C.
Segar's Popeye the Sailor comic
strip. A poll of theater owners
taken in 1934 declared Fleischer's
Popeye to be more popular than
Mickey Mouse. Repeated
television showings of Popeye
cartoons have grossed over $20
million.
In 1938 Max moved his studio to

' Miami, Fla., where he employed
over 700 people (400 of them
cartoonists he trained on the
spot) in the production of his
feature - length cartoons,
Gulliver's Travels and Mr. Bug
Goes to Town. But Walt Disney
had just produced his own first
feature - length cartoons, and
Disney's tamer, more realistic
style had been catching the
public fancy. Gulliver's Travels
got good reviews, but when Mr.
Bug came out, inevitable
comparisons were drawn with
Disney's much more lavishly
budgeted productions and Mr.
Bug naturally came out on the
short end. Bug laid an egg and
Paramount Pictures, Fleisher's
distributor, demanded
immediate payment on the loan
that had enabled Max to build his
studio and produce his features.
Max lost the studio and lived
unhappily ever after.
Fleisher had always been a

busy man: He did the first
cartoon, in 1921 to have recorded
sound accompaniment; was the
first man to televise a cartoon (in
1935); and as early as the
Twenties, says his son Richard,
had experimented with 3-D film
techniques, using the red - green
glasses system that was later
used in comic books, and films in
the Fifties. So losing his studio
didn't force him into an early
retirement. He wrote a book,

Shorts

them up are subject to criminal
charges.
Opponents of the bill have said

that hitchhiking should be
prohibited on interstate highways
because cars stopping to pick up
hitchhikers are in danger of high
speed rear end collisions. In
addition, opponents have claimed
the law would make it easier for
rapists, muggers, and car thieves
I to operate. Taylor has insisted
P there are no valid statistics on
hitchhiking safety. When
someone gets picked up and
taken home safely, she said, no
one hears about it. "The only
thing you hear about is when
someone is hitchhiking and ends
up dead."
Leaving the law as it is does not

discourage killers, muggers and
rapists from picking people up,
she further argued, it only
reduces the number of law
abiding citizens who pick up
hitchhikers.

"Ashes

And Sa"
with

D. L. Johnson

Tuesday Nites,
From 9 to

midnight On

WDTU

..1390 AM

FOR SALE: - Two sets of Hart
Skies, Boots sizes 8 and 6, poles
and bindings. Each set is $160.
They have hardly been used and
are in excellent condition.

Contact Regina or Sally - phone
4076. . .S.U. of Oneonta April 19th
is having Sunny & Terry (jazz,
blues) at 8, admission $2 in the
Ballroom. . S.U. of Oneonta,
April 26th, is having a Soul
Concert; Creative Soul and
Magic at 8 in the Ballroom. .

Eight weeks of school left,
hang on. . .Marc Cummingham

is the new CU senator. . .Linda
Marshall is the new treasurer
and Kathy Meade is the new
corresponding secretary.. .Black
Weekend is coming soon, watch
this paper for details. . Gas
situation is easing, watch for the
end of odd even. . Mucho
Corrections: From last issue:
HSMA article: HSMA made
dinner, FSEA supplied the
or'dehourves. Mr. Birdsong is
actually Mr. Birdsall. From the
shorts: No money was made on
the Pancake Breakfast, they
broke even. Sorry.

The

Spider
by Janne Toivonen

Winding and weaving
Over and through
In and out
The tiny spider spins her trap.

Silk finer than hair
Holds all she has.
The blind hunter owns nothing

else;
Her web is most precious.

She sits in waiting.
So patiently she waits
Until the helpless prey
Is entangled in her web.

The alarm!
The vibrations of the net
Send her shooting out
Grasping with a deathly grip.

Poison soon overtakes-
The prey wrapped like ;

mummy
Hangs suspended;
The victory is hers.

Winding and weaving
Over and through
In and out
The tiny spider spins her trap.

Noah's Shoes, and produced for
the Jam Handy's Organization in
Detroit an animated Rudolph the
Red Nosed Reindeer that
became a TV Christmas season

perennial. During the Fifties he
worked on such projects as
developing new pigment colors
for TV use and in 1961 he was the
production supervisor on a new
Out of the Inkwell series done for
television.
Fleischer held a total of 26

patents, 15 of them on animation -
related inventions, which are
nearly all still in use in the
industry. At one time, it has been
said, 70 percent of all working
animators had been trained by
him.
Animation people haven't

forgotten. On November 30th he
was posthumously awarded the
first animators' Oscar called,
naturally, the Annie - to be given
by ASIFA - West, the West Coast
branch of the Association
Internationale due Film
d'Animation. Some 300 animators
(and people in related fields such
as cartoon voices) gathered to
pay tribute - with appropriately
zany undertones - to Fleischer's

memory. Probably because of
the rediscovery of Betty Bloop in
the last few years, far from all of
the 300 were middle - aged
contemporaries of Fleischer's.
Betty Bloop fans will be

pleased to learn that 100 of her
cartoons have recently been
reprocessed in full color and are
being sold to television stations
around the country. No doubt
we'll soon be able to catch
Einstein's Theory of Relativity
on Tuesday Night at the Movies.

WINNER OF2ACADEMY AWARDS!
UBEST SUPPORTING ACTOR-JOHN MILLSBEST CINEMATOGRAPHY

"★★★*! A MASTERPIECE! A BEAUTIFUI. PICTURE!"
Wanda Hale. New York Dally News

v APRIL 7th, 4 and 8 in the Little Theatre

David Lean's Film of

Ryan's
Daughter
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